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SCIEICE
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Grade K

The student will know:
The student will:

- that there.are
many kinds V; energy - enumerate energy producers (coalloilletc.)

- that scme energy
cannot ie nen.

- identify a magnet and list its uses orally,

Grade 1

- that energy is force,
- explain w'r.at happens when something is

pushed or pulled,

- that magnets exert
energy,

- name some t,liings magnets will pick
up.

- that energy cannot
be seen,

- explain that agents creating
energy can be seen but

energy itself is not tangible.

Grade 2

- that imik Laid uttul
thifiga arfi attracta - differentiate between materials that are magneticto a magnet,

and those which are non,magnetic,

- that wher, a
burns, energy is released,

- draw a picture to show that wood
gives out heat and

light while it is burning,

- identify fuel and show how some forms of energy are

produced, (ex, rocket fuel)

- enumerate the many ways heat is produced as energy,
(boiling %ter, etc.)

Gradel
- that energy is thb

ability to do work,
- recite verbally his understanding

of the definition,.

Page 1
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- that energy has different
forms an can

change from one fDrm to another.

- the uses of the
different forms of tergy,

- that the sun is
a rajor source of

e!ers;,I,

. that other natural
sources of enerE"are

derived from the sun ie, oil and ual.

. that moving air
and water exert enesy.

- that change in state
can be explaind in

terms of molecules and energy,

- that energy
appears in variuus

fort,

- that loss
or gain of Energy effect

molecular motion.

. that energy
can change from one fora 74another,

- that energy
must be applied to produle anunbalanced force,

resulting in motion orchange of motion,

- that energy
is the

ability to workl it
exists in different forms, and can bechanged from one form to another.

11

- name 3 different forms of
energy and illustrate a change

that can occur in each.

. match an object to its use,

- draw and demonstrate the
evaporation cycle.

- demonstrate verbally and
by experimentation their

understanding of these other natural sources of energy,

- demonstrate how air
pressure is used to do work,

Grade 4

- identify cause and effect in changes of state.
(finding energy from varimas

sources,)

- list ways to use
energy to change

state of matter.
(Boiling, etc.)

- classify energy
according to its state,

- explain various forms
of energy.

(Demonstrate by an
experiment one form of

energy and how it works,)

Grade 5

- calculate the amount
of work being done when given workproblems using formula W = NE.

- make a chart
illustrating

different forms of energyat work,

- make a model
showing one form of

energy at work.
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4.111+4 ulhas
varicius sourees of energy:

Soler, Nuclear,
Electric, Organic Paels.

- the tauses and
effeets of energy shortages,

tht it IS
fit.Ifi.',1',Arl to Ut selar energy,

. that it is
netehsary to

tonserve nuclear
energy,

- 'Ile, it is neco ry to WILEM heat
energy,

. that it) io
necessuy to

conserve Lund
enem,

- that 'It is
necessary to

conoerve electrical
enerF:,

- the form of
energy.

. report on the forms of energy, and list their sources,uses, and advantages.

. discuss with
group ways of

conserving energy at home,school, and in the community,

identify examples of wasted energy,

. report to class
on how energy

may be conserved,

. list in a paragraph
ways solar

energy can be used insteadof fossil
fuels, (gas, coal, oil) to heat a home.

. describe in
mathematical terns the

differences in =Intocf
energy used in

producing energy from
fossil fuels andnuclear energy,

- list places
insulation should be used to conserveheat energy in the bale,

. list ways in
which "noise"

could be
controlled,

- Lot 20
electrical things that are not

necessities formr.Oern man's
survival,

- ulect from
a collage the

various forms of energy,

exaain the
difference

between natural
and artifical

li?t ways in which
heat is

conducted e.g. conduction,cmvection,
radiation.

. define the
characteristics of sound

e.g. pitch,
intensity,Lnd tone,

. list the
differences between

sources of
electrical energy:

wet cells,
dry cells,

storare hAttcri
'
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- what an energy pyramid is,
by definition,

- the various parts of an ezergy pyramid,

. why an energy pyramid "Peaks".

Photosynthesis:

- the mechanism by which
green plants

eapture the sun's energy and ston this

energy in molecular form.

. the ability to do
work is calledpiergy,

Man's nervous system directs his use of
energy, into his behavior,

15

- wme examples of various areas which use nuclear

enlgyl e.g. Genetics, production of electricity,

trIsportation, medicine, agriculture, water supply,

geo:gy.

Grade 7

li factors entering into an energy pyramid,

- dr/W an label an energy pyramid,

lit elergy "losses" from one energy level to another,

Defina ;t4tosynthesis.

. list te types of energy generated by the sun,

- define the sun as our sole source of energy in our

scilar aistem,

- list the vpes of energy (on the electromagnetic

spectrum, utilized by green plants in photosynthesis,

- draw a ;icture of a chloroplast and label it.

. name tly chlorophyll molecule as the energy capturing

molecule.

- draw a f1ow chart of energy in the photosynthetic process.

- dissee a frog and identify the parts of the nervous

system,

diagran the 3 parts of the brain and list their functions,

- make a model of a neuron using plastic clay,

- make a model of the human brain and map the various parte

rind their functions,
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- factors in man's physical environment

influence his behavior. These stimuli

result in a response. The formula for

"Behavior" is Stimulus-----Response

or

- the largest part of the brain is the

Cerebrum. Th,:, Cerebrum is also the

thinking part of the brain, and controls

thought, memory and learning,

- the Sense Organs receive stimuli from

the environment, These stimuli influence

man's behavior,

17

- distinguish between man's voluntary acts and his

involuntary acts.

- be able to explain the formula 3--R giving examples of

5 stimul with an appropriate response for each,

- be abh to distinguish between a learned
responsE and a

reflex; between a reflex and an instinct.

bo able to diagram the reflex are.

. be able to set up a conditioning experiment.

- be able to distinguish between judgement,
reasoning and

memory,

- be able to locate the part of the brain
that controls

memory,

- be able to discuss how he could develop
habits that would

help him in learniEl

- explain the trial and error method of learning.

- be able to name the five senses and the sense organ

involved with each sense,

- be able to diagram the five
sense organs and label all

parts,

. be able to discuss the similarities
between the eye and

the camera.

- be able to explain how stimuli
are received by the sense

organs, sent to the brain and interpreted,

define sense, sensation, sense organ,

. distinguish between OPTIC
Nerve and AUDITORY Nerve,
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t?ehavior is controlled ty Man's central

nervous system. The central nervous

system consists of the 1114 the ILE.
Cord and the Nerves,

- the mechanics of getting
man into space

keeping him there and returning him
safely to earth in a space vehicle,

- that an electrical
current is a flow of

electrons through a conductor,

- that a complete
electrical circuit is one

which has an unbroken
conductive path,

19
a

- be able to distinguish between
the cerebrum, the

cerebellum and the medulla oblongata, by locating the
parts on a diagran of the brain.

- list the functions of the
3 parts of the brain,

- explain the relatiophip
between convolutions of the

brain and intelligence,

. be able to explain hovi
an inlary to the brain or spinal

cord or nerves could affect behavior,

. give the number of nead
nerves and spinal nerves,

. write Newton's first law of motion
and relate it to

getting a space vehiAe away from earth's gravity.

write Newton's second law of motion and relate it to
acceleration and decceleration ii space flight.

- draw a diagram illustrating
Newton's second law of motion,

. write Newton's third law of motion
and relate it to a

space vehicle escaping
earth's gravity, changing course

in space and returning to earth,

. draw a diagram
illustrating Newton's third law of motion.

define in writing that a conductor is any substance throughwhich electricity will pass,

givtn a list of substances,
student will select thosewhich

are conductors of
electricity,

define an electrical current as a flow of electronsthrough a conductor.

. define an electrical
circuit as the complete

path throughwhich an electrical
current flows,
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- that a series circuit is a circuit such that

electricity rust travel through all parts of

the circuit and that a parsllel circuit is a

circuit which provides more than one path in

which electricity can flow.

- that electrical energy can be converted

into other forms of energy and vice versa,

- Give a diagram of an incomplete circuit because of an

unconnected vire wad asked whether or not a component

of the circuit (motor, bell, light) will be activated

and to explain his response, student will answer neg-

atively to the question and explain that the component

mdll not be activated because the circuit is not complete.

- given wires, a light bulb, and a dry cell battery, student

will be able to connect the materials in a simple circuit

so that the bulb will light,

- given a size "D" battery, two #222 buls in sockets and

three test leads or mires and asked to connect the tulbs

in series student will connect the components so that the

current flows through them in succession,

- when asked to diagram an operable circuit contains a

switch, a battery and 3 motors wired in series, the

student will diagram the circuit to show that relationship,.

- Given a size "D" battery, two #222 bulbs in sockets and

four test leads or wires, student will connect the

components so that the current flowing through it need

not pass through the other components,

when asked to diagram an operable circuit containing a

battery and 3 motors conneeted in parallel, student will

diagram the parallel circuit,

. given diagrams of two parallel circuits and two series

circuits and asked to classify each as either parallel

or series the student classifies them as directed,

. state 2 examples in which electricity
is used to perate

an electrical device in h which an object or part of it

gains mechanical or kinetic energy (electrical fan),

- state 2 examples in which electricity
is uBed to operate

an electrical device in which
an object gains or releases

2111 energy (electrical lamp),

Pve 7
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- that temperature is the measurement in degrees,

of the hotness
or coldness of an object and is

measured by a thermometer,

2'

- :itate 2 examples in which electricity is used
to operate

m electrical device in which an object
gains sound energy

(radio).

. state 3 axamples in which electricity
is used to operate

ar. electrical device in which an object gains heat energy
(iron, stove).

- list three energy converters found
in his home and state

the energy changes involved in each.

- state an example in which chemical
energy is changed to

electrical energy (dry cell battery),

- state an example in which
mechanical or kinetic energy

is changed to electrical
energy (turbine),

- define temperature.

- measure the temperature of
a substance within an accuracy

of +1 degree using eith:r a Pahrenheit
or Celsius ther-

mometer.

. describe how a liquid.in-tube
thermometer works, (liquid

expands as temperature
increases and contracts as tem,

perature decreases),

. tell in writing that water
freezes when temperature on a

thermometer registers 0° Celsius or 32° Fahrenheit,

- tell in writing that water
boils when temperature on a

thermometer registers 100° Celsius or 212° Fahrenheit,

. that heat is a form of energy which when added . define heat energy,to a substance
changes its temperature and

is measured in calories,
. define calorie

as the measure of heat energy needed to
raise the temperature of 1 gram of water 1' Celsius,
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- that whenever two
objects at different

temperatures are in contact
with each

other, heat flows from the hot object to
the cooler

one until an
equilibria, is

reached,

- that substances
expand when heated.

- that heat
energy can be

converted into otherforms of
energy and vice

versa.

- that a force
is a push

or pull on an objectwhich
changes that object's shape or motionand is
measured in newtons or pounds.

- That work in
the language

of science is notthe same as work
as we commonly

know it,

- Calculate the number of calories
of heat required to raise

the tegerature of a given mass of water using the rel-
atone:it amount of heat rass of water x change in
temperatze.

(in calo:ies) (in grams)
(in degrees)

indicat?with arrows on a diagram
the heat flow, when,

severa '. container of varying temperatures are placed in
contact with eadh other,

. find f...e equilibrium
temperature of two containers placedin contact with each other, given the initial

temperatureof eac,

- describE how a
liquid-in-thermometer works.

- state tact substances
expand the most in the gaseous state,

.slight:: in the liquid state, and very little in the solidstate.

descrie three ways in which heat can be changed to anotherform of energy,

descrite three ways in which
some form of energy can be

converted into heat energy,

- define force

- measure wight of
objects with a newton scale.

- identify the
following forces as used ia examples: weightfriction, inertia, magnetic,

- the student will
define work as a force

succeeding inmoving a body
through a distance,
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- that mchanical
enerry io L.Jdlity to

do work and is measured by the amount of
work tat body can de.

- that machines
enable man to tranafer

energy from one place to another and to
tranform energy from

one form to another.

2'7

- student will calculate work done on an object ,,:iven the
force acting on that object and the

distance that object
moves l!sing the relationship

Work = Force x,Distance

- define mechanical
energy.

. define potential
energy as stored

energy of a bo4 due toits position.

- identify or Eive examples
of objects with potential energy.

- calculate the potential
energy of an object

given its
weight and its

distance above the ground using the
relationship potential Energy = Weight x Height,

- define kinetic
energy as the energy a moving body,

- Calculate kinetic
energy gained by an object in fallingby using the

relationship

Total mechanical
Potential Kinetic

energy = energy + energy
(greatest PE)

Kinetic energy = Potential - Potentialtuergy
ralergy

(initial) (at certain point)

- identify the six
simple machines;

inclined plane, lever,pulley, wedge,
screw, wheel & axle.

- describe how each of the six
simple machines

help us dowork by either
multiplying or chanEing the

direction ofa force,

. calculate input
work done on a machine

given force anddistance measurements.

- calculate output
work done by a machine

given force anddistance
measurements,

28



- that all sound is caused by vibration.

calculat the efficiency of a machine EFF = Work output

Work input

- explain no nachine can be 100% efficient because

some inx work is always used to overcome friction in

a machine,

- perform tle following tasks and verbally identify the

vibrator.):

strx a guitar

smro",ch a door

nab hands together

hit -be desk

blv a whistle

shath a jar of marbles

strke a drum

fee: the throat when speaking

demonstate the phenomenom that physicists call

"symp:thetic vibration" by performing the musical fork

experment.

- the meanings of important sound terms such - read Ind write the definitions of.the words in the "sound"
as air column, vibration, echo, pitch, "vocamlary",
frequency, compression ,7d rarefaction,

- use tese sound terms correctly when responding in class

discussio:s.

- use these sound toms correctly when writing answers to

questions assigned from textbook chapter,

- that sounds beyond the
range of human

vnite and memorize the range of human hearing inhearins are called ultrasonic sounds,
vibrations section,

- that sound travels at
different speeds

throush different
mediunm and not at all

thrash a vacuum,

29

- read the text chapter on ultrasonic sounds.

- list in writing the different speeds at
which sound

mvels through such mediums as air, water and steel.

Pare 11
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- that when a sound is
made, air molecules

vibrate and form a pattern where they
press together and spread apart in waves,

Demonstrate w.th a friend that sound travels
better through

the air by sitting at opposite ends of a table and tapp-
ing the desk aad then listening to the sound with your
ear on the table,

- view a movie Nhich illustrates
how Indians used the above

principle and put their ears to the ground to hear if
buffalo we:e nearby or if horses were coming.

- perfom the rin3ing alarm
experiment which proves that

sound will not zaver in a vacuum.

- draw a model of
sound wave and label the compressions

and the rarefactions,

- draw a model of
sound wave and label the compressions

and the rarefactim.

- perform the slitty
spring experiment with a slinky spring

to demonstrate
the behavior of sound waves in air,

pluck and obsem a tuning fork,
- that echoes are the bouncing

back of sound
- shout in a pail to hear his voice reflection come back

waves.

- rocks art weathered
mechanically through

temperature
change, frost

action and the
action of plants and animals.

31

real fast,

- shout in an empty
hall and listen to the echo.

- read with the ,Ilass
how ships use sound reflections

tofind ocean depths.

- perform an outdoor
experinent with the class which will

illustrate the effects of
different environments

or echoes.

Pape 12
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- effect of extreme
tenzrature change en rock.

- frost action is
a greklir force in

wetthering than heat aL cold.

- the effects of
plants ah.animals (Ji reek

materials,

methanical weather occz when t rock
fonnation is broken,

various forces,

- the force of
gravity trough th:: process of

erosion moves materials to new :ocations.

- the processes
of chemical weattering:

particle size
reaction to acid,

oxidation

effect of CO 2 in water
producel

carbonic acid,

- how climate
affects chemical wewlering.

- how stalactites
and stalagmites

are formed.

- the effects
and controls

of erosional forces,

- that light is
a form of

energy which is knownas radiant
energy,

3)

- the stvm will do experiments using heat and cold to

show !,,;4 these effect weathering of rock,

- the ;adent will be given iron pipe threaded
and capped

whic: is to be filled with water and placed in freezer

for teervation,

- the tud,let will be asked to abserve his
community for

sizts of anirals and plants affecting rock,

- be ;aken on a field trip to observe different
forms of

wevaninG,

. be shim slides taken during the summer that demonstrate

hor ?.ek is moved by gravity, wind and water.

- do ex;eriments using HC1 and lime stone. Field trip will be
taken 4,o Clinton area so that students can observe results
of oxilation on iron compound in rock surface, Student
will d: experiment to show effect of carbonic acid on
limestne,

- pietas and slides will te shown to student to demonstrate
that weathering differs under different

climatic conditions.

- a demonstration using
epsom salts will be used to show the

formation of stalactites
and stalagmites,

- student will be shown slides of soil conservation practices
to prevent erosion and others to show how erosion occurs
When taese are missing,

Grade 9

- draw a transverse
wave showing its direction,

- identify frequency
and wave length by performing

experimentsdealing with waves,
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t:lat light travels thru space at a speed

of 186,000 miles per second,

t1at the Quantum Theory of light is

v,cepted by most ecientists today to

aplain the wave motion of light,

- that the knowledge of the properties of

electromagnetic radiations and the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum are necessary in the

understanding of light.

- the explanation of the laws of reflection

and refraction.

- that the index of refraction
depends upon

different densities.

- that convex and
concave lens are important

to human sight.

- solve mathematically the distance in miles
involved in a

light year,

- list the names of scientists who developed
the theories

of light.

- draw the atom with its energy levels
showing electromagnetic

!

radiation with the release of light and energy.

- list the important properties of
electromagnetic radiation,

- draw .nd label a chart containing
the electromagnetic

spectrum.

- draw and label a prism showing
refraction,

- list the spectrum showing the
dispersion of white light

into colored light.

. draw and label the reflection
from a smooth object label-

ing the rays, angles, and the normal,

draw and label
a diffused reflection from a rough object

showing angles.

. solve problems relating to the index of refraction.

. perform experiments involving
convex and concave lenses

to show conversion
and divergence of light rays.

. list the causes of
farsightedness and nearsightness,

- the historical development
of nuclear energy. . list the names and

contributions of important scientists
engaged in the developmat of nuclear energy.

- that nuclear reactors
provide energy to a

variety of useo.

35

- explain the fission (splitting)
of U-235 in a nuclear

reactor by labeled drawings.

Pare 14
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couruct a model of a nucic:Ir reactor and label control

rod, camrete shieldings; moderators, aluminum tubes and

prne:ve shielding using cardboard.

listt; names of particle accelerators used in smashing

atom,

- that nuclear fusion
causes atoms to form

- dra; u2. label the fusion process for Hydrogen,elements of greater atomic weights and
release energy in the process,

elements,which are capable of fusing.

- the present and future
uses of nuclear

- iden:fy the elements which are naturally radioactive.energy are beneficial
and destructive to

mankind,

- idefy a radioactive substance by use of a Geiger Counter.

- artificial radioactivity by the use of charts,

- il:us7ate by graphs the half-life of radioactive
elements,

- list t:e uses of radioisotopes in agriculture
and industry,

- list 7.e uses of radioisotopes in medicine
to help control

canoe:

- list to. destructive affects of
an atomic bomb dropped on a

city ixrting from ground
zero and going out to 50 miles,

- the different forms
of energy

that can help
- list tie different forms of electrical energy.

man to do work.

- how electricity
is used to benefit man,

37

diaga:: and label an electric current showing voltage,

resistance, and flow.

app:y Ohm's Law to solve simple problems dealing with
ourrent flow.

so:ve problems dealing with simple parallel circuit,

- solve problems dealing
with series circuit,
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- explain how a generator makes electricity,

- explain and diagram a dry cell and its parts,

- that matter is made up of tiny patoles - label and draw the two main parts of an atom.

sors ot which are electrical in na,Sze.

- the molecular theory of magnetism P:d how

a magnet operates.

- list the characteristics of the nucleus, protons, neutrons,

and electrons,

- demonstrate the magnetic effect of an electric current by

usinE the proper equipment,

. draw a diagram of a nagnet showing how molecules
are

arranged accordinE to molecular theory,

- exPlain difference between permanent magnet and temporary
magnet,

. demonstrate that like charges repel each other unlike

charges attract eadh other,

explain how the magnetic field of the earth operates,

- that the earth is a magnet.
- show how a compass is affected by the earth,

- describe uses of gyro compass.

- describe the properties of electromagnets.

hov an electromagnet
operates and how it can - explain how the strength of an electromagnet

is increased,be used in beneficial ways by man.

- construct an electromagnet in
a laboratory and show its uses..

Grade 10

- the relationship of
chemistry and p'aysics to the - oompare am contrast

neutral, basic, and acidic solutions,study of living things.

Page 16
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- how an organism obttins
energy in order to

perform its functiols.

Physical Scieue

- the many forms of
energy that are intex.

changeable;
one form chanr.ing to another

btt never being destrqe,

. the various conditions
under which an

aatomobile may stop safely for varying
W.ghway conditions.

- Wit velocity is equal
to the distance divided

bv the time interval,

- describe th PH scale and its use,

stte the LI of conservation of energy.

- compare and tontrast carbohydrates, liquids, and proteins,

. describe a ajor biological function of the nucleic acids,

explain the;organisns obtain usable energy by breaking

the bonds s; high energy molecules,

. describe tte enzyme "lock and key" hypothesis,

. dir. -am tho2P-ADP cycle and explain what happens
during

the cycle.

- compare and contrast aerobic respiration and anearobic

respiration,

- relate the stails of respiration to the simple equation,

- compare and mntrast the use of glucose by a cell and the

use of fatt aaids and amino acids.

Grade 10-11

. be able to identify a linear relationship
between two plotte

functions as 'In a graph.

- be able to explain why an automobile
traveling at 60 miles

per hour is fou: times
as dangerous as an automobile

traveling at y miles per hour,

- be able to gate the rule that
work is equal to a force

multiplied by a given distance and that
both force and

distance mupt be assigned a given direction,

Pnr.e 17
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. the mechanical
advan*e f a sir

machine is always givai in %erms:',1
ratio,

the diffirence
bmeen potentia.nk*

and kinetic
enerc,..

- that when
energy releed chel any

reaction,
the reution iE said 1,.D

exothermic,

rIcal Science

- all living
things constantl'nee.: energy.

- plants need
CO 2 and li;.% to make starch,

- plants need
ch1oro:411 tt. maintain life,

plante produce
,, 2.

- CC 2 is relei
rioL! when f.rd is broken down

for energy,

- living things
need 0 : to release energy if

- be able to infer frau given data that the relationship

between the height above the floor at which an automobile

starts and the stopping distance in the horizontal direction:

is a direct goportion,

- be able to identify at least four kinds of energy and shdll

how each kind of energy operates,

. perform a simple experiment such as burning a piece of

wood and neasure the amount of heat absorbed by a weight

amount of vater (caloremeter),

- list a number of changes and obtain the handbook values

given for each change listed,

Grade 1042

. burn a candle and various kinds of food to heat a measured

amount :f water, (to calculate a "candlecalorie")

. test for the presence starch in plant leaves covered

to prevent the entrant.: of CO 2 and other plant leaves

kept in the dark,

seperate chl:rophyll pigments using the technique of proper

chromatography,

- use a respironmenter students will measure the outputof
a

3as from a plant,

. predict after observing 2 tubes of yeast and design an

experiment lo explain why one is bubbling,

- measure the %mount of 0 2 used by a group of soaked andlife is to continue,
boiled pea seeds,

Pa IS
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Earth Science

. that all objects not at a temperature of

abeolute zero radiate electromagnetic energy,

Gree 11

neuure units of electromagnetic
energy in microns,

that electromagnetic energy can be refracted - name and describe processes of
energy transfer,

reflected, cattered and absorbed,

- the 'Jun is the major source of enrgy for the - identify sources of energy,
earth,

- that conduction of thermal energy occurs as an - analyze processes of energy transfer,
interaction of matter at the molecular or

atotic level.

. that changes of phase are contingent upon the - draw inferences about the
conservation of energy,lozs or gain of energy.

- tint a significantly greater amount
of energy . analyze environmental

processes of phase change,is required to change a given mass of water

from liquid to vapor than is required to change
icl to liquid.

the amount of energy lost by a source equals
. describe energy transformation

that has been observed intLe amount of energy gained by a sink,
the environment,

moment of matter toward or away from

tile earth's center of mass results in an

clergy transformation from kinetic to
potential or vice versa,

wlter has the highest specific heat capacity
tom naturally

occuring materials,
heat, include water.

- draw inferences about
the conservation of energy.

- construct a list of
materials with their individual specific

lie intensity of insolation per unit area
'ncreases as the angle of insulation approaches
perpendicular,

45

. measure intensity
of insolation for different ar. settings.,

Pare 19
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. the toperature
at a given

location varies
dire:ly with the duration of insolation,

- the onosphere is
largely transparem to

visile radiation, but it selectively.
abscos quantities

of ultraviolet luld

infrred radiation,

thatlouds may select
approximately 25%

of .4Jcident
insolation,

thi4.water vapor and carbon
dioxale are

goabsorbers of infrared radivion.

thalair pressure
changes are cl:sely

ass:iated with
temperature chanps.

tr.variations in the dew point
temperature

artndicators of charges
in atmospheric

mOture.

ttt windspeeds
are directly

related to
presure field

gradients.

- *probability of
precipitation increasesathe difference

between dew point temper.atre and air
temperature

decreases.

Physics,

th Kinematics
deals with the

mathematicalmhods of
describing motion without regardt.the forces which produce it,

constne, chart with a given nuMber of cities in
zodirn tr4 southern latitudes and the Nmount of
dett4hticirs for each given date.

- analyze facts which
influence the amount of insolation

reaching the :art,

- onstruct a ;aph; cloud
type verses incident insolation.

. draw up a lig: of
atmosphere gases and observe their

affect on
inftared radiation,

- compare locall:
observed atmospheric variables.

. derive interehtionships
from local

observations.

- measure wind
*eeds with earth

science wind gauge,

- operate with
aclaracy a sling

psychrometer in oder todetermine a dew 3oint
temperature,

Grade 12

- construct
graphs of, and solve,

Kinematic equations involvingthe
scolars-distance, speed and

acceleration and the vectors
displacementl'velocity and acceleration,

construct graphs and
solve equations

which apply uniformacceleration to freely
fallinp
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. that -1,s are Vectors and that forces
- solve both graphical and numerical problems

involving the

composition and resolution of forces,

- list the categories of forces,

- solve problems involving Newton's Laws of
Motion and the

Law of Gravitation,

solve problems involving centripetal force and entripetal
acceleration for uniform circular notion,

. solve problems involving the
Conservation of Momentum.

nay etatugh space.

. that :Arics deals with the relation

betweAhe forces acting on an object

and Iresulting change in motion.

- the lel work is done on or by a

syste:-:.e total energy of the system

is c'rged.

- that any treansfer of energy among

objer,i in a closed system, the total

ener f. of the system remains
constant,

theInternal energy is the total Kinetic

and otential energy associated with the

mitlas and relative
positions of the

mo:oules of an object, apart from any
Kiatc or potential

energy of the object

as ,whole,

- solve problems which involve the
calculaltio of work,

me:hanical potentialgenergy,
gravitational potential

energy, Kinetic energ and power,

- calculate mechanical energy
transformations in situations

without friction,

. calculate work done against
friction in several situations,

- solve problems involving the
mechanical equivalent of heat,

change from one temperature scale to another, transfer of
heat under conditions of

temperature change, and/Or phase
changes,

tw gases are composed of molecules
in constant . solve problems involving

the General Gas Law, 71=NRT,mom motion.

. solve problems relating
the average Kinetic Energy of

molecules with
Absolute Temperature,

- tar, light exhibits
the characteristics of - list the wave properties

of light,tilts and partiel,

. describe the photo-electric
effect,
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- that the Quantum Theory was Letelopd

to explain phenomena which ctild nc

be explained ty the Classic Meer.

- the process of creatirw, atmic models

and will know details of 'le Rutherfwd

Bohr model of the atom.

- that each element has a laracteristi':

spectrum.

- that the necleus is the cre of the atom

and contains most of the 2ss of the atom.

- the nature of many nuclewreactions.

- that wave is a vibratory distzbance
that

is propagated from a source,

- that wave motion
transfers enerry frua ce

point to another with no transfer of rms.?
between the points,

51

- perform graphical and numerical solutions of the photo-

electric equation,

- describe the Compton effect and calculate photomomenta,

- calculate DeBroglie wave lengths for particles,

- describe the Rutherford Scattering Experiments and the

conclusions made therefrom,

- describe the Bohr model and make energy level
calculations,

- show how the hydrogen spectrum can be related to the Bohr

Modal,

ca:culate wavelengths for the Balmer Series from the

Balmer equation,

- list the observational tools and show how experiments and

6oservations lead to the concepts of:

nucleus atomic number

mass nunber
nuclear force

nuclear mass and binding energy

isotopes

- describe the details of:

natural radioactivity

half lit

Einsteints mass-energy equation

indirect transmutation

nuclear fissicn

nuclear fusion

- produce waves in a stretched spring,

- explain through an example this phenomenom,
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- the diference between longitudinal and
- produce longitudinal and transverse waves in a slinky,transvrse waves,

- the chracteristics of periodic waves

(frequzcy, period, speed, amplitude,

phas(,'mve length).

- the 2.:ference between
dispersive and

non ,apersive mhdia.

that: wave front is the locus of
adjaent points of the wave which are
in plse.

- the lw of reflection.

thatimages formed by a plane reflecting
mn.lce is virtual, erect, and the same
si'e as the

object; object tnd image distancearaqual,

tz refraction
is the change in the

dfiction of a wave that
occurs when the

wr.it passes
obliquely through a boundrywit a change in its speed.

- calculate freezing, speed,
wave length using the formulav

- measure the wave length of water waves in a ripple tank,

1- calculate the period of
a wave using the

formula T=.7
product waves of different amplitude in a stretched'
spring,

- write the definitions
of dispersive

and nondispersive media.,

- name a dispersive medium
for light,

- construct wave front and ray diagrams.

- produce reflection
patterns in a ripple tank,

- produce reflection
in a stretched

spring and slinky.

- construct a ray diagram using a plane mirror
and measurethe angles of incidence

and'reflection.

- construct a
ray diagram of

an object (triangle)
using aplane mirror and compare image and object.

Pa-e

. observe refraction
in a ripple tank,

. write the definition
of refraction,

. construct
ray diagrams

showing the relative directionof refraction
waves when the

incident wave enters at90° material
when it

travels slod,
material when ittravels fast,



- the ratio of the s of the anr: of

incidence to the F.! of the anc...sJ of

refraction is a cc tant called '4

relative index of ,hetion; al,

equpl to the rati:f the velocies

in the media
(Sne:s Law).

- the index of reftion of amedi: ic

the ratio of th. ;e9d of light

yam= to it ar of light in

material.

- that tae critic
ulgle iS the ahl3 of

incidee for t,ich the angle of

fruti!s% is 9:and can be calculatt

by the
'.ortiuL 1. = 1

- that t1
::.:cerhal reflection OCCT

when 12_g'..t
incidents on a surfa,

at ar. al !reater than the critic!. angle,

- construct a ray diagram and using Snell's Iaw, calcuhto

the inrlex of refraction of a glass plate and Oass prism,

- that .....e:ference
is the effect probed by

two more waves which
are passing :imu:tah-

em]g, through a regio:;
constructiv. Inter-

ferene occurs at points
where the tvt

wave are in phase;
Datructive intenrenee

(pew at points
when te two

waves a..F. out
of -,:bse,

- calculate the index of refraction,

calculate the speed of light in different materials given
the index of refraction,

- write the definition oi eritical angle.

- calculate the critical antic for different
materials,

- draw a diagram show the respective
rays produce total

internal reflection using an optical bench,

- produce interference patterns in a ripple tank and draw

diagrams of them labeling modal and antinodal lines,

tnal :tandinr
waves a:a

produced When ",eiro waves
. produce a standing

wave pattern in a ripple tank,
of t: same frequency

and amplitude tel in
opp/be directions

in the sam medi;.

tha'Ight
or electromagnetic

wave w';.ch is - write
definition of light as such,trusv,rse,

thE led of light is equal to the roduct
cf fregaency and wave length,

a:ntantin ;;:. and
vacuum and

dependent or thP

- calculate the speed
f light in air,



- that a clverging lens is thicker at the

middle isn at the edges and converges

parallel Jars of light.

- that thc size %nd locatiu of the image

can be olculated from the focn1 length

of the ?ins and the position and size

of the .oject,

- that diwging lens are thinner in the

middle -har at the edges; dierge parallel

ray, ar '. produce only virtual images tich
are hit!er than the object.

- that li;ht is a wav because it exhibits

interftance.

- that 4ht from two coherant point
sources

or patir.g through a double slit produces

a steionary interference pattern.

- the re,ationshio= dx and its
application

to dtble slit interference.

- that light from a point
source is diffracted

and toduces interference patterns when pass-
ing ;Tough a sinsle narrow slit. The width
of tie central

maxlmion waves directly as the
wave.ength and inversely as the width of the

slitand is always larger than double slit
inteference.

- the interference
patterns produced by thin

fils are chanced by a Lifference
in the

optcal paths of light reflected
from the

tw,, surfaces of the film.

- calculate the speed of light in other materials
given the

frequency and wave le17th.

- observe and construct images pfoduced by a double convex
lens of focal length about,20 cen.

- define the image produced by a convex lens.

- calculate image size and distance
using the formulas

1 + 1 = 1

70 f Si Di

- calculate image size and distarce.

- construct ray diagram.

- observe interference patterns
using a diffraction grating.

- observe double slit interference
patterns.

- calculate changes in pattern
size (x) or wavelength of

incident light ()) given the other infOrmation.

- determine width and
interference pattern is sinFI: Dr double

slit by observation.

- calculate the), x, d given the
proper information,

- draw an example of
thin film interference

according to theunderstanding,
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tat static electricity is electrical

clarges at rest or the net flow of

mane in any given arection is zero.

. 'hat a positively charge object has a defic-

tem of electrons, tnd a negatively

tweed object has an excess of electrons

Inl.ike charges attract, like charges

- tat bbig two different neutral

cbjects together will charge them by

zansferring electrons and the net

charge lf the system is constam

- tat a teutral object may be charged

contat (conduction) with a charged

object Ind it will acquire the same

charge,

- that iiduction is a process by which a

charg,a object causes a redistribution

of the charges of another object without
eonts(t,

- that tIn object may be charged
by induction

by te..1porarily grounding it while it is

near tt, but not touching
a charged object.

It wil: acquire a charge opposite to that
of te charging object.

- that qtantity of
charge or body possesses

depend on its excess or deficiency of

elerrons, The unit of charge is the
Conlonb,

. define static electricity in writing,

- define positive and negative objects.

- determine repulsion or attraction of objects knowing
their charge.

charge a glass rod with silk and a rubber rod with wool
and test for charge with an electroscope,

1 c,n1 v = 6.25 x 10 18
electrons

1 eectron = elementary charge = 16x10
conl.

59

- charge an electroscope
positive and negative

by conduction,
.

- draw an electroscope
charged by contact,

charge an electroscope
by induction,

draw a neutral
object being charged by induction.

charge an electroscope by induction,

- draw the sequence of
charging

an electroscope by induction,

- calculate the quantity
of charge possed by a body.

- calculate force
between two charged objects.

. write the similarities
between Conlonb's Law and Newton's

Law of Universal
Gravitation,
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- tat Conlonb's Law
is represented':

1414_

- tat electric field
exists in any Item

cr space In which an electric
fora acts

oe a charie,

- that the aeld
around a point due 4

rtdial =1 its
intensity

varies favere4
wtth the square of the

distance Aomtae
pcint dirge,

. that thefield
around a uniform17 chmd

rod is adially
directed and its intaity

varies nversely with the
distanee frt the

rod,

- that
field between

two parallel
alcrgedplates essentially

uniform if the -'L'estance
betwee the plated is

small compared te the
dimensone of the plates,

. that tb potential
difference (volt

ce,

electm volt) between two points in el
eleeti field is theithange

in energ7
per eet charge

as a charge
is moved fnone 7int to

the other,

thadete fundamental
unit of

charge is techa of an electron or proton
and is e;ualto 1.40-

19 Conlonb's
as discovered t7Mil:kan,

- describe the charge in force when
any variable is charged.

- calculate the magnitude and
direction of electric field

around a charged object using the formula E = P

- calculate the intensity of
a field around a point charge,

talconductivity
of solids

depends on themaw of free
charges per unit

volume andmets are better
conductors than

non.meeals,

61

. draw the field around
a point charge,

- calculate the intensity of a field around a poing charge,

. write how the capacitance
varies,

- calculate the field
intensity using

E v

- calculate the potential
difference between two pointsin an electric

field,

- calculate the energy in electrue
volts given to an electron

moving between a certain
potential,

- explain the Milliken
experiment.

- calculate the charge
in Conlonb's given the number of

elementary charges.

- write why metals
are better conducitts

than nonpimetals,



. that conduoivity liquids
depend

movement o!positive and negat:

ions produad by electrolyte,

that condutivity in gases depras r.

movement o:positive and negatn :ons

produced An gases are subjeee o high

energy raitation,
electric fiells,and

collislo vith particles,

- that a potntial
difference is reired to

maintain lflow of charge (curre5',

between lo points in a conducto

- that the:esistance
Ohn, which i the

opposiUn to the flow of currm, of
a condurpr of uniform coss-secton
and comition

varies directly :4 its
length ttd inversely as its cra5-

sectio4 area,

- that 016 law is
v=IR and appLes to

mettalL!
conductors at

constamtemp-
eraturt!,n ordinary circuits,

- that
algebraic sum of the ccrents

entert anzi circuit
junction is equal

to ze,0

- describe in writing and by diagram the conductivity of
current in a liquid,

- describe in writing
conductivity in gases,

. wire a circuit so that
current will flow and light a lamp,

. measure resistance of
waves of different

materials, length
and cross-sectional

area to prove the
statement,

- calculate V, I and R in simple
circuits using OhnIs Law,

. calculate current
entering and

leaving branches,

- that te sum
of all the

potentia: drops and
. calculate voltage

in simple
circuits,

and alied voltages around a complete circuit
is evl to zero,

- that:series
circuit is one in whiah thereis or one current

path and the following
hold ine:

It
;

0 0 4 4 4 4

- draw series
circuits,

calo ula te Vt, I R v v v,i
1°

i

2,112,14144
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*,

that a para14 eiredt is one in which

there is mon tail one current path and the

following a,4 true.

i2: + OOOOO

V =V LT.IrrV
1 1 ! 3

1 1 1 1
- -

Rt rl -.1, r7
t s OOOOOOO bolo

- that powl'teasured in joule/sec. or watts is

the time late at which electrical energy is

expanded ,PrsI).

- tat env:FJ used in an electric
circuit is

the proalct of the
power developed and the

time dkcing which the flow of charges persists

(Qet)

- that a iagnetic field
exists in a region

where ggnetic forces may be detected and

its tection is given by the direction
in ech the li-pole of a compass would point
in ti; field.

65

. draw a parallel circuit*

calculate voltages, Nnperages, and resistances for
parallel circuits using the relationships

for a parallel
circuits and Ohm's Law.

- calculate power in a circuit,

. calculate voltage,
amperage, or resistance given to power.

- calculate mechanical
power of an electric

motor.

. calculate the energy used in an electric
circuit,

- calculate the heat
energy developed in resistors,

- perform an experiment
to calculate the electrical

equivalent of heat,

- perform experiments
mapping the magnetic field around

magnets and current carrying
conductors,

- determine the magnetic
field around a straignt conductor

using the left hand rule,
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. that the flux density is
the L'g of

flux lines pv unit area (L:b1;or

force per unit current per

(Iaton's), ad is proportiona: the

ampmeter

intensity of 6 field

permeabilt,y is the property

material whit Changes
the flt;ensity

in a magnet-4 field from its ing in
a vacuum,

. that the fizAd of
a loop carryii

g eurrmt
is such thtt the

faces of the lce; show

polarity,

- calculate the flux density of a magnetic field,

- list material which have a high, low and moderate

permeability,

- determine the polarity of a loop using the left hand rule,

- the lines if magnetic
flux aromi samid deternine the polarity of a solenoid using Ampere's

anerge N-pole of the solena anamter Left hand rUle,
the S-pc",e

. that thttagnetic
field strengt of a 72enoid

is pvtional to the
number cf turnsi `.as

cur/Jen., and the
permeability of the c:re(

- that a:rce is exerted
on a otr.Tenti-larring

condurr in a magnetie
field if the ;or"

ductdd not parallel to NI magnetic
The !me is peipendiau to both the fleld
and it: current,

- perform an experiment testing the field strength of a

solenoid varloring the number of turns, current, and

permeability of the core,

- detelmine the directions of the force by using the Left

hand palm rule and analysis of increase and decrease of

flux density,

- the te exerted between
two straight ira1lel

. determine the direction of the force between the straightco:Lmrs is attractive
if the curre:

parallel conductors kaowing the current directions,di.cottn are the
same, and repulsive f the

erm: directions
are opposite,

u:rce on a charge moving
in a magetic

fie.i$ prol...,rtiona) to the charge, te
flu: density, and thc

component of ths.
velity perpendicular

to the field, tae
distion of the force

13 perpendii;ular to

- calculate the force using 141

. determine the direction of the force using the left hand

palm rule,



- that a sinele loop or solenoid carrying

a current experiences: a torque in a

magnetic field which is the basis for

the operation of the galvanometer and

electric motor.

- that electric potential is indirected

acmes a conductor when relative motion

between the flux and the conductor produces

a change in the flux linked by the con,

:hector. Its maglitude is proportional

to the rate at which the flux changes.

-.that the maenitude of an induced eleLtre-

motive force is directly proportional to

to the flux deeeity, the length of the

conductor, and the speed of the conductor

relative to the flux.

. that thermionic emission io when

incandescent objects emit electrons

and this is the basis of vacuum tube

cperatien.

- that clectr,e beams are controlled by

electric anVor magnetic field,

- that the ratio of tee charee on an

electron to ito mese ean be determined

by measuring the effecres of a known

maenetic field on a beam of electrons

of known kinetic enerey.

4)

- determine the direction of the force,

- perform an experiment investigating the operation of

electric motor.

- produce a current in a conductor by moving the conducl

in a magnetic field or moving the magnetic field.

- perform an experiment, show that the magnitude of the

induced current increases as the flux charges.

- determine the direction of the induced current using t

left hand generator rule,

- calculate the magnitude of Emf by using E=Blv,

- determine the direction of the induced potential using

the Left hand generator rule.

- determine the maeatude of the emb and its direct throu

a rotation of of a D.C. eenerator.

- draw a diamem showing thermionic emission
of a cathode

ray tube,

- determine the direction of deflection
using the Left hal

palm rule,

- perform an experiment showine the
deflection of a team (

electrons by electric and magnetic fields.

- calculate the e ration usine the
following:

2
ac

r

(electron) E
k

= 1 mv
2

- Ve
2

F=Bev
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tirade 12

:La, Physics

. that all Ars101
quan,ities lan be measured

- makameasurements of length, mass, apd time with rulers,
in terms of a tew fundamental

units,
baLlice and stop watches.

. that the motilon of
a body may be

deserted
mathematicaLy in terms of its velocity
and aecelersiion,

- that for otatic
equililzium the external

forces aettg on an sect or
particle iszero,

- that who;
an unbalanced

force acts on anobject t partirle
accelerated motion

results,

- that ton
a force is

exerted over a certaindistplee, work is done and
energy is

Mat work and energy areequinlent,

- solfre problems in
conversing from one system of units

to atothers

- solve tstations relating
displacement, velocity,

acceleration and time,

measure 'le acceleration
of gravity usine the spark machine,

be able to
graph displacement vs time, velocity vs time

and acceleration vs t.imc.

- solve static force
problems by the

parallelogram method
and analytic method,

- use the force table
to determine the resultant and

equilibrium forces,

- calculate equati:ns
for resultant,

acceleration, force
velocity and time,

- read and dinues
Newton's law of Motion,

Use Natonls second law to solve problems for inertial mass, ,

- calculate the
centriple farce and acceleration acting ona revolving mass,

- read and discuss
the derivation

and equations for work,kinetic energy, and rtential
enerm,

- analyze mathematic:illy
the (hawed

in potential
am! kinotic.tto: -'' !It ,1!,1 " t'4
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that enev7 ai.. neentura are consens::
in p.yieal ehange4

Rowdational Notio

- that rot%tira1
Kinematics can to dom,11;ed

mathtiu.14 in terms of angular
velttityand angul:1

vuleration.

- thrlt in ri.ik,yly
statics the vector 7,4of all the

xternal forces acting on mtctorin ev1l:11111:1
is zerc.

- that an
uxa4lanced torque produces rotatonalmotion,

. that ILL
mment of

inertia
(rotationalirr 11 of a system depends upon thidistl:ion

of mass,

th3., -Tnry awl
meneritum is conservec: thro4 .tij1;11 motion,

sAve problems of 1.n.::ctile motion for height, range and
velocity.

- show the conservation
of mementum with the ballistic

pendulum,

- make measurements of
energy and velocity

changes with the
gallistic pendulum,

. draw diagram and graphs of one and two
dimensional collisions

- figure out the impulse,
force and

momentum changes in.
assigned problems,

- show the conservation
of energy for conservative

forces,

- solve problcms for
angular

displacement, angular velocity,anC, antrular
acceleration,

- solve problems to
determine the

necessary equilibrium forceor torque to prevent rotational acceleration,

- determine the
relationship between torque and angular

acceleration.

- show the mathematical
relationship between rotational motionand translational

motion,

' r
- determine the

moment of inertia for thin shells,
solid disk,

,
point masses, etc.

- read and disuuss
the derivation

of the
equations forrotational energy and momentum,
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- that electric char7:s have accompanying

electric fields tha.. f:)rces on objects

placed in the fielL1?.,

sDlve problems using Coulomb's law for
electric charges.

- perform laboratory experiments
in charging an electroscope

by induction and conduction.

- use conductors, insulators,
electrometers etc1 in the

laboratory to study the transfer of charges.,

- draw diagrams of the electric
fields around positive and

neative charges.

- draw diagrams of electric
fields between charges.

- solve problems in deterndning
the resultant

electric field
of several charges.

- that enerry is co:served
in electric fields.

- draw diagrams of the
equipotential surfaces around chargedconductors.

- thp.t electric cher-y
is sotred in the

electric field
':)etween oppositely charged

plates.

75

- calculate the electric
potential at various distances

from single and multiple point charges.

- calculate the charge
on a upacitor in

an experiment.

. solve problems for:
dett; e

LIpacitance of a
capacitor; and capacitanc T , ries and parallel

conduction.

. perform the Millikan
T. )eriment.

. determine the force
actni! ()71 a larged particle placed inthe fild between the .,AeF.

capacitor.
- that electr

fiels within
conductors

. solve problems in
deterir,-., the: equivaleh' resistance,

provide us 4th electrical
energy

voltate drop, total ampu el power consumed.
(electrici!;',

produced for series and pallel circuits.

- do laboratory
e:Juiment tc find the relaticnsq betweenelectrical

energy and hea.L



- that the properties
of simple haranie motion

can be described
mathematically It terms of

acceleration and
displacement.

- that for simple
harmonic motion the

displacement velocity and accelenton are
functions of time,

Heat and Ilmperature

- that temperature
is an

indication af the
average kinetic

energy of the
molecules

of a system.

- that heat indicates
that energy is being

transferred from
one system to another,

- that errr 7 changes in a system causesmeuul%Ile
physical

changes in the sameeystem,

T7

rive the equations for simple
harmonic motion.

problems of simple harmonic for acceleration as aau4ton of displacement
and time, and velocity as a functiolfunction of

displacement and time,

- experiment with springs and pendulums to
determine HooklsLaw: relationship between the period and mass for SHM.

. read and discuss
the method used to determine the absolutetemperature scale,

- solve problems in
converting from one temperature scaleto another such as from

Celsius to
Fahrenheit, Kelvin toCelsius, and Rankine to

Fahrenheit,

- perform experiments
to determine the heat of fusion of ice,heat of

condensation of steam, and
specific heat of solids,

- calculate problems for energy transfer
durinr changes of;:nascs,

- draw craphs of
temperature vs heat for a system passingfrom one phase
to another.

. study craphs
showing the fusion curve, boiling

curve,subEzation curve, and triple
point of water and carbondioxide,

stu4 the derivation of the kinetic molecular theory ofgases,

3L-1
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. measure electrical resistance wdth the Weatstone Bridge.

. solve for currents and potential differences in complex

circuits using Kirchoff's Laws,

- that a moving charge creates
a magro,ic field. - perform calculation to find the magnetic force on moving

electric charges and currents.

- that a changing mapetic field
induces 7.d

electromotive force in a conductor.

- that an induced current
will appear in ,ich

a direction that it
opposes the change tat

produced it - thery urtolding the law

cnnservation of energy.

- that acceler.itinF
oharges produce

electromAgnetic waves,

- that energy
ry be transferred

by waves,

19

- measure in the laboratory the magnetic field in
ftmdamental

units.

- observe the effect of magnetic fields
on moving charges in

the laboratory.

- road and discuss Faraday's law of electromagnetic
induction.

- ulve problems for potential usirc. Faraday's
law.

- measure the induced electromagnetic force
produced by a

generator in the laboratory.

- solve problems using Lenz's law.

- discuss ways in which Lenz's law is used in electricity,

- discuss the properties of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

- discuss methods of accelerating
charges to produce

electromagnetic waves.

- measure the intensity of the
electromagnetic waves emmited

by an oscillator.

stuly wave motion along a slinky,

- experiment with standing
waves along a string and in a

vibrating air column,
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- solve problems for changes in temperature
volume and

preesure of a gas as heat is added or removed from the
system,

- determine the kinetic
energy and velocity of gas molecules,

- determine experimentally the
linear coefficient of

expansion for solid rods of copper, brass, iron, and
aluminum,

- solve problems for changL in
length and volume for solids

as the temperature varies,

- that all objects
are simultaneously

- read and discuss the
mathematical equation for determining

aboorbinr ma emitting radiant energy,
heat transfer by conduotion.

- discuss the nature of black
body radiation.

- calculate the rate at which
heat is radiated

from different
objects.

- analyze the Wien's displacement
law of black body radiation,

- calculate the difference
between the amount of radiant

energy which an object
absorbs and that which it radiates.

- that the chanres
in the internal

energy of
- read and discuss the first

law of thermodynamics.n 3yetem ean be
accounted for in terms of

heat anJ work.

- calculate the internal
energy changes of a ras as heat isadded or removed for constant volume,

- determine the internal
energy changes of a ras when heat

is added or removed for constant pressure,

- calculate the work done by an expanding
gas.

- study gaphs of adiabatic
and isothermal

expansion of gases,- chat rlatter is
composed of

electrical charges.
. read and discuss the

atomic theory of matter as it appliesti nn' ta1

81



.4,1A p

sh:m c,nstructive and destructive
interference in a rippletank.

m:nrc, film l(:ops Ji wave properties.

Iraw dia:rams :f wave interference,

sflvc plqlons fer wavdarth,
speed, frequency,

Lnc17,y and Ippler
effect.

- study film loops
on interference,

diffraction, refleornfractiJi, and Ippler effect.

v:lve problems Lr wavolonth, speed, frequency, period,and intensity of in a vacuum snd in
various opticalmaterials.

2erf,Tm the fllowint: oxperiments:
reflection from a plane mirror

imaes frmed Ly a concave mirror
imaes formed by a convoOk lens.

- sAve 4tical
problems usinn the laws of lenses.

- draw dia7ams f
ima7e fornatien

for lenses, and mirrors- that
n%le .:-.1arize:, it 10

- discuss the nature
of polarization

as applied to
transversewaves

- dem:nstrate
p,.:lorizatim of litt in the

laboratory.

-
notrate the

polarization of reflected lOrt.
At, mics

ar..1 Nucleonics

- that the et
1-,:d spectrum of the hydroen

at.m can be ^:cunted for in terms of dis-
cretc electrA

oncr!7y levels.

83

- discuss the atomic structure and masses of isotopes.

84



- tLit the Lt7 ti
hr mJ.,1 lel

.',.clent wave n ohanical

f th2iL-

- that t
f radi-,ctivity and

atmic U.. ry in the mleuc

1

s.JCIA02 the lieridie table f elements.

- analyze the i3almer series with
a spectresc4e and cal-

culatc the wavelewthi.

rea.l and Jisc1133
th-ery of the hydro;;cn atom,

- determine the em y levek ,T
the Bohr attl.

c'llculate the deBrTlie
wive as::.ciated with

electrons,
pr:tons, and Aher puticles.

sylve ffr the
wave len-th of the standing waves in the

B,hr &tem,

dioncs the work (f Becquerel,
Rutherford, and Curie.

- draw the paths ,f the
alpha, heta, and canna, rays possikthrou:t the electric and mailletic

letermine the veLeity and kinetic ener: ef alpha particlesatrin: nuclear ullision.

- sJve nuclear ecaatiins
f::r alpha and beta particle emiss-ions.

- :3141 the radioactive
series Lr uranium on a raph or chart.

- that :rtifi%1 14:ear
eh:ne:es can Le created

- write the nuclear
reaction equations for alpha and beta

timbanlant .f7,ucleii with hit enery
nuclear particl,.3,

:liscuss the types and the,:ry f operatien 1 the cyclotronand linear
acc,:lerators,

- write the equations
Lr nuclear fis4m and fusion.tht Einstein's tiuzy of

relativity has
- di3CUSS the Michelson

- Merely experiment.
ydified the el' ;ical Newtonian

physics.

- discuss the bases
and sinificances

of Einsteinst
postulates. .

86
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AsLs

-
(%(:1"7 In

er:' tc tu:.e

- explain that J:anism3
cttai% usatle enera y brnakin7th

ener -y a.lecules.

,r.,lems f,T the
2nnn:t:s in len:th,

time, mss, andajeet r the Toed 2f 1i:ht.

Gra,:e 12

the Arl l rcacti.ns for
respiratin and

the functLh
adelv,sinetriphcsphate (ATP) incnle:ihtc reacticm.

- dia;-rm the kTP-ADP
cyc1 e. and

explain what
happens durincaycle.

.

.1soccr. the mechanism
(pathvay3) cf aweobie

respiraticn:
Krels citri.e acid cycle, telectron transport.

- list the funetzs
c:techromes and cytochreme oxidase,(cy-Lcarm )

defi:e Aidative
phsphorylation.

crc; and ecntrast
aerobic

respiration, and anaerobicrespiratin.

-
diaram of cellular

respiration, explain whathappens ::urin the feur sta:es, aml relate the details ofrespl:ation 'cc.; the simple equatim.

- list the products
(qualitative and quantitative) ofrespirin7: or fermentin;.,

various substrates,

deRribe the early historical
development includinF theexperiments of

Vanalment,,Priestley,
Ingenhousz,do;aussure and Endmann.
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